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Force Multipliers
The Commission has issued several instructions, from time to time, on various
measures to keep a watch on the polling process at Polling Stations to ensure conduct
of free and fair elections. These measures include use of Micro Observers, Video/
Still cameras and web casting. Based on the recommendations of Working Groups
and the experience of the past elections, following consolidated instructions are
issued in supersession of all existing instructions on Force Multipliers, including,
among, others the instructions on the use of Micro Observers, Video/Still cameras
and Web-Casting. It may be noted that all earlier instructions found applicable
have been incorporated in these instructions.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Force multiplication/multiplier is a term commonly used in armed forces
parlance; and refers to those attributes which when applied to or utilized by a
given force, make its impact much huger and also makes it much more effective.
Therefore, latest and effective equipment, training, good transport logistics, etc.,
are considered force multipliers in their case.
However, in elections, the Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF) are considered
the main force multipliers due to their perceived neutrality, superior training
and discipline, and experience of dealing with very challenging situations, etc..
With our population increasing at the decadal growth rate of 17.64 % (Census
2011), it is leading to increase in the number of electors every year; and this calls
for an increase in the number of polling stations also. With an estimated voter
population touching almost 1 billion in 2025; the number of polling stations in
the country is likely to cross 11 lakhs as compared to the 9.3 lakhs today. The
Commission appreciates the fact that the manpower available with CAPF is likely
to remain more or less constant and it is essential that certain non -CAPF measures,
as hereinafter elaborated, are astutely deployed as effective force multipliers for
creating a conducive environment for free, fair, peaceful and participatory conduct
of elections.  
Based on past experiences, advancement in technology, and recommendations
of the internal deliberations, non-CAPF measures are now categorized in following
sixteen categories:
1.

T echnology – Use of Technology such as Webcasting, CCTV, Still Cameras,
Videography, SMS monitoring, etc.

2.

Micro-observer

3.

Transportation – Efficient use of transport and effective route planning

4.

Recruitment - to fill gaps in resources that are to be utilized

5.

Capacity Building – standardized, high quality and need- based training

6.

 eployment Planning – Advanced and   effective Deployment Planning in
D
complete confidentiality and with elements of surprise (such as randomization)
1

7.

 re-poll deployment – Effective pre-poll utilization of state police and CAPF
P
based on advanced planning

8.

 nowledge of Geography, terrain, weather – Good knowledge of Geography
K
and efficient deployment of resources in accordance of geography, weather
and terrain (such as SAT phones, wireless, boats, etc.)

9.

Communication Plan – Robust and thoroughly tested communication plan

10. T apping additional resources - from various departments of State and Central
Government.
11. Manpower Audit
12. Equipment - well- equipped Police resources  
13. Active Call Centers, Complaint Cells, and Control Rooms
14. I nter-state cluster for sharing of State police manpower  in a pre-determined
manner
15. Motivation and Welfare of forces
16. Media as a force multiplier
It must be emphasised that conduct of free and fair elections under the
superintendence, direction and control of the Commission, has been the hallmark
of Indian democracy. With emerging challenges of limitation in resources, as well
as aspirations of billion-plus population in near future, the Commission hereby
directs the electoral machinery to strengthen its processes with more effective
use of non-CAPF measures in structured manner. The Commission has previously
issued various instructions regarding force multipliers and effective use of nonCAPF measures, the list of which is placed at Annexure-I. The present compilation
seeks to encapsulate essence of all existing instructions of the Commission in a
single comprehensive monograph for the practical usage by the election officials.
The detailing of each category of sixteen such measures in the third chapter is
designed to be helpful in planning and implementation of the instant instructions
for successful conduct of elections. A checklist with specific timeline, at AnnexureII, works as ready reckoner for the users in the field.
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CHAPTER II
TYPES OF FORCE MULTIPLIERS
The non-CAPF measures are categorised in sixteen groups for ease of
planning, implementation and monitoring, which are as follows:
1.
Technology
It may be noted that considering the limitation on availability of Central Armed
Police Forces (CAPFs), the Commission has already decided that critical polling
stations shall, at least, be covered by one or more of the following non-CAPF
measures to keep a watch on the polling process, viz. micro-observers, video/still
cameras or webcasting. Further,it has been provided that allocation of force to
polling stations be done on the basis of sensitivity analysis. However, even at those
polling stations where CAPF is deployed, the above measures can be put in place
to keep a watch on the polling process.
The utilization of technology as a non-CAPF force multiplier, involves the
utilization of the following four methods:
• Webcasting
• Videography and still camera use
• Use of CCTV
• SMS monitoring system
(1.1) Use of webcasting at polling stations:
T he Commission realizes the importance of Information Technology in
bringing transparency and efficiency in the conduct of elections and directs
that webcasting be effectively used for poll day monitoring.
a. Meaning of webcasting:
 eb casting simply means live streaming of video on the internet. It is a
W
process where entire poll day proceedings are captured as a video file and
streamed live for viewing at selected locations.  It does not involve use of
complicated technology. All that is needed is a video camera connected
to the internet.
i.

 ny video camera, including a webcam capable of being connected
A
to the internet can be used for web casting.
3

ii.

Camera can be connected to the internet through a computer, either
desktop or laptop.

iii. IP cameras with direct connection to the internet are also available
these days, which may be used.
iv.

 any mobile devices with built- in internet connectivity also have
M
cameras. These include mobile phones, tablet computers etc. They
can also be used for web casting.

b. Objectives of webcasting:
The main objectives of ‘webcasting’ of the poll proceedings are to:
		
• V
 iew the poll proceedings in real time by the Election Commission
of India, the Chief Electoral Officer, the District Electoral Officer, the
Returning Officer and the viewing team at Control rooms.
		
• T o effectively monitor the polling process and deter the trouble
mongers and mischief makers; imbibe confidence in the mind of
electorates; bring in transparency and impartiality in the polling
process.
Pre-poll activities:
c. Identification of locations for webcasting :
 ommission directs that web casting should be done from as many
C
Polling Stations as possible. Efforts should be made for webcasting from
all Polling Stations where internet connection is available or can be made
available. For this purpose, DEOs should check the availability of internet
connection through a landline or mobile broadband connection at each
Polling Station.
d. Process of setting up webcasting at Polling Stations
i.

 ebcasting can be done inside the polling station from as many as
W
polling stations as possible and as resources allow.

ii.

The Commission has not prescribed any maximum or minimum
number of Polling Stations to be webcasted for an Assembly
Constituency / Parliamentary Constituency and has left it to the
discretion of the Returning Officer.
4

iii. M
 any of the Polling Stations are located in Primary Schools, and
many of them have been provided connectivity. Efforts should be
made to utilize this connectivity if it is found adequate.
iv.

In other cases, a temporary landline or mobile broadband connection
should be taken in all Polling Stations where connectivity for such
an internet connection is possible. Other webcasting infrastructure
should then be provided to all such Polling Stations where internet
connection is taken or available.

v.

 esktop or laptop computers can be borrowed from schools or
D
Government offices, wherever available for a few days for use at the
Polling Stations for webcasting. Most Polling Stations are located in
school buildings, where computers have been provided under various
Government and Non-Government programmes. These computers
can be used on the poll day for the purpose of webcasting.  ln case
computers are not available at the Polling Station building itself, they
can be borrowed from other Government departments or taken on
rent for a few days.

vi. C
 ameras should then be provided and connected to the computers,
having internet connection, at Polling Stations.
vii. If mobile devices with cameras and internet connection are available,
they can be provided to Polling Stations for webcasting. Such mobile
devices can also be hired for a few days.
viii. S ome CEOs have suggested that they have access to IP cameras,
which do not require connection with computers for webcasting.
These IP cameras if available can also be used.
d. Preparation for live streaming :
L ive streaming of video from Polling Stations will require that the
computer, mobile device or the IP camera at the polling Station is
configured for live streaming of video on some website. Many websites
allow free live streaming of videos. These include YouTube, Ustream, etc.
The method of configuration for live streaming of these websites is given
in Annexure-2. It may be noted that no payment of fee etc. is required for
this purpose.
5

g. Checking of the webcasting preparation before poll day :
T he process of configuration of computers, including taking of internet
connections at Polling Stations should be completed at least 3 days
before the poll. Live test of webcasting from Polling Stations should be
carried out at least 2 days before the poll to ensure that nothing goes
wrong on the poll day.
h. Additional Staff for Webcasting :
i.

I n the CEO office – No additional staff would be required at the CEO
office. The IT team of the CEO office should make arrangements for
viewing the live feed on poll day in CEO's office well in advance and
should train the team of the DEOs for webcasting and control room
viewing.

ii.

In DEO office/RO office – Depending on the number of polling stations
from which webcasting is planned, one or more IT personnel will
be needed in the office of DEO/RO. For this purpose, IT manpower
available in Government offices in the district should be borrowed
and trained in advance. Districts can also plan on involving students
of NIITs, Engineering Colleges, etc.

iii. I n the Polling Stations – One additional Polling Officer will be
needed in Polling Stations where webcasting is done. This polling
officer should have some background in IT and should be trained in
the process of webcasting.
iv.

S ector Officers – All Sector Officers must be trained in webcasting.
They should be fully involved in the preparation for webcasting and
live checking of webcasting, two days before the poll.

v.

As a new initiative, IP based camera can be installed to view and
record the movement of the people outside the booths and to
monitor for any untoward incidents.

vi. D
 uring the counting day, IP camera may be installed at the counting
centers and the activities at the counting hall may be recorded.
i. Training :
T raining of all Officers/ Staff associated with webcasting is very important.
All Sector Officers, Presiding Officers and polling officers of the Polling
6

stations where webcasting is planned must be trained in webcasting. The
district IT staff should also be properly trained.
j. Recording of video in case of webcasting :
In all cases where webcasting is done, the video of the entire day’s
proceedings must be recorded. This can be done locally on the computer
in the concerned Polling Station, or centrally on the server of the CEO;
or both. In either case the Polling Station wise recording of the entire
day’s proceeding must be kept in the server of the CEO, and should be
available to the RO and Observer for viewing at the time of scrutiny, on
the next day after the poll; in case of any complaint with respect to that
Polling Station.
(1.2) Use of Video Cameras and Still Cameras:
In order to enable the Commission to have a true, faithful and concurrent
record of the violations of the election law and standing instructions of
the Commission; and to assess the impact of its corrective measures; the
Returning Officer of each constituency shall make arrangements to record
through videography, the critical events during the process of electioneering;
including but not restricted to the period of public campaign, the day of poll,
the transport and receipt of polled ballot boxes and other materials, counting
of votes and the declaration of results; in an independent, intelligent and
purposeful manner.
T he Returning Officer shall, while programming the itinerary of the video
teams, take into account the number of electors, the size of the constituency,
the number of sensitive polling stations, previous history of booth capturing
and other malpractices, the general law and order situation, the likelihood
of commission of corrupt practices and electoral offences and other related
factors.
 n the basis of his assessment, the Returning Officer should decide the
O
number of video teams needed, taking into account the factors mentioned
above. The Commission has not prescribed any maximum or minimum
number of video teams for an Assembly Constituency/Parliamentary
Constituency and has left it to the discretion of the Returning Officer.
Pre-Poll Activities:
a. Use of video camera and still cameras at Polling Stations7

Video cameras shall be used at as many Polling Stations as possible to
keep a watch on the proceedings. Still cameras shall be used at all those
polling stations, where Micro-observers, video cameras or web casting is
not being used. In this manner, all critical Polling Stations shall be at least
covered by some method to keep a watch on the proceedings.
b. Inventory of cameras/ Videographers/photographersi.

 EOs shall prepare an inventory of all video and still cameras, as
D
well as videographers/photographers available in the district, for
use on the poll day at Polling Stations. This inventory shall have to
be prepared well before the announcement of elections, preferably
six months in advance

ii.

 n inventory of all video and still cameras available in all Government
A
Departments shall also be prepared and they shall be made available
to the DEO.

iii. I n addition, DEO shall also hire video and still cameras from the
market and shall fix the hiring charges, based on prevailing market
rates.
iv.

 rivate videographers or photographers hired by the DEO should
P
not belong to any political party; should not be known sympathizers
or supporters or close relatives of any of the contesting candidates
or leaders of any political party; and should not have been hired by
any political party or contesting candidate.

v.

T he DEO can also use video and still cameras owned by Government
Employees and shall fix the hiring charges for them as well. These
may be a little less than the hiring charges for video and still cameras
hired from the market.

vi. In case video or still cameras are hired from Government Employees,
the employee from whom the camera is hired shall also be used
for videography/photography using that camera. In these cases, the
instructions for randomization of employees on poll duty shall also
apply.
vii. I n case video or still camera is hired from a Presiding Officer or
Polling Officer, it can be used in the Polling Station where they are
8

on put duty. However, another Polling Officer will be appointed
to handle the camera, so that the Presiding Officer of the Polling
Station concerned shall be able to do his/ her work uninterruptedly.
viii. In case there is a shortage of video or still cameras in any district,
they shall be taken from the neighbouring district; and the Divisional
Commissioner or the CEO will facilitate such sharing of video cameras
between districts.
c. Method of placing cameras ameras shall be placed in such a manner that they can record the voters
C
in the queue, and the proceedings in the Polling Station, including the
process of identification of voters, application of indelible ink etc. It must
be ensured that secrecy of voting is not violated by the camera in any
manner. Under no circumstances recording of votes by the electors in the
voting compartments should be captured by the camera.
d. Training of videographers/photographers ideographers/ photographers should be trained by the Returning Officer
V
on how videography/photography should be done and what event must
be covered. The videographers / photographers must be told that the
principle behind the scheme is to record critical events which are likely
to vitiate the poll and not to just videotape or photograph in a routine
manner only to fill the cassette or camera memory.
e. B
 efore poll day following items should be considered for special watch
and videography 		
• M
 eetings addressed / attended by Ministers, top national / State
level leaders of recognized parties and star campaigners of polling
parties
		
• R
 iots or riotous situations or commotions, brick batting, free-for-all
etc.
		
• V
 iolent incidents, damaging of property, looting, arson, brandishing
of arms etc.
		
• Intimidation of voters
		
• Inducement / bribing of voters by distribution of items like saree,
dhoti, blankets etc.
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• Vulgar display of expenditure like huge cut outs etc.
		
• M
 ovement and activities of candidates with doubtful / criminal
records
		
• Important events such as nomination, scrutiny and withdrawal of
candidatures
		
• Preparations of EVMs by Returning Officer
		
• Election Expenditure monitoring guidelines enforcement
[ These are illustrative and not exhaustive. All video and digital photography
should be done with date and time recording so that the real time and
date can be verified.]
		
Poll Day Activities:
f. What should be recorded by camera on the day of pollThe videographer/photographer shall make sure that all important
events such as mock poll, sealing of EVMs, signing by polling agents on
the seals of EVMs, etc. are properly recorded. Any untoward incident at
the polling Station must also be recorded. Especially the following must
be recorded: i.

Attempts of intimidation of voters.

ii.

Attempts of inducement / bribing of voters.

iii. Canvassing within 100 metres of polling stations.
iv.

Booth Capturing

v.

 ositioning of voting compartment and placement of EVM in the
P
voting compartment (before commencement of poll)

vi. Basic Minimum Facilities (BMF) at the polling station
vii. Presence of polling agents
viii. Mock Poll and completion of declaration by Presiding Officer.
ix. C
 learance and sealing of ballot slips generated during mock poll
from VVPAT where used.  
x.

Clearing of Mock poll.
10

xi. Sealing of EVMs.
xii. Process of identification of voters.
xiii. Voters in queues.
xiv. T he length of queue at the time fixed for close of poll and distribution
of slips to voters in the queue.
xv. Any dispute of any nature at the polling Station.
xvi. V
 isit by Sector Officers, Observers and other electoral functionaries
or any important person including the candidates.
xvii. Replacement of EVM, if any and conduct of mock poll and new EVM.
xviii. Any untoward incident at the Polling Stations.
 ll video and photography should be done with date and time
A
recording so that the real time and date can be verified. (Note: The
list above is illustrative and not exhaustive.)
g. Food for videographers/photographersF ood shall be provided to videographers and it shall be ensured that
the videographers /photographers DO NOT accept the hospitality of any
contesting candidate or political party or their workers. All video teams
should be under the personal supervision and guidance of a senior
election officer.
		
Post Poll Activities:
h. What is to be videographed after the poll process is overFollowing may be video graphed
		
• Closure and sealing of strong room after deposit of EVMs therein
		
• Opening of strong rooms before taking out the EVMs for counting
		
• Counting process
i. Retention of video/still photo recordingT he recording made by video and still cameras shall be kept in video
tapes, CDs, Pen drives or other storage devices in the safe custody of
11

District Election Officer. These recordings shall be retained till the period
of filing of Election Petitions is over;  and in case an election petition is
filed, then till the final disposal of the Election Petition.
j. V
 ideo recording/ photographs to be scrutinized and videographers/
photographers to be available at the time of scrutiny
If videography / photography has been done at a Polling Station, it shall
be viewed by the RO and Observer at the time of scrutiny, in case of
any complaint with respect to that Polling Station. Videographers/
photographers shall remain available at the time of scrutiny so that the
RO and Observer can seek any clarification, if they feel it necessary.
(1.3) Use of CCTV
 CTV as a Non-CAPF measure may be used sparingly as it is comparatively
C
cost intensive, but it can be used as a very effective tool, particularly in the
vulnerable areas, where threat perception or rate of breach of election laws
is historically very high.  While using the CCTV as a Non-CAPF measure, it
must be ensured that all the instructions/parameters mentioned above
for the use of Video and still cameras are to be, ad seriatum, scrupulously
followed in the case of CCTV coverage also.
(1.4) SMS monitoring
i. T he Commission directs, to the extent feasible, the usage of SMS based
poll Management System for getting updates on the various milestones
on pre-poll day and poll day.
ii. S MS based monitoring system requires a BLO, who is attached to a polling
station, to send formatted SMS messages of critical events/milestones,
from his mobile phone to the Central Server in the CEO’s office.
iii. F or the system to work effectively, pre-formatted SMS messages on poll
day activities and pre-scheduled timings of SMS from the BLOs, must be
circulated to the BLOs during their training sessions.
iv. A
 n indicative schedule and type of messages to be sent by the Booth
Level Officers (BLOs) for their respective polling stations are as follows:
12

Milestones

When to send SMS

1.

Phone number validation on From 10 AM to 1.P.M on previous day of the
server
Poll day.

2.

Polling Party Reached

3.

Before the commencement of Mock Poll (7
Presence ofA.M. on Poll day)
(a) Polling Agents,
(b) CPF,
(c) Micro –Observers,
(d) Digital Camera/ Video
Camera

4

Mock Poll conducted

Before the commencement of Poll and
after completion of mock poll (7 A.M. on
Poll day)

5.

Poll Started

Instant Poll Started
(7 A.M. onwards)

6.

Poll Interrupted/ Resumed

Instant Poll Interrupted/ Resumed on Poll
day.

7.

EVM issues

Instantly

8.

EVM change if any

Instantly

9.

Two Hourly/ Final Vote Cast 2 Hourly report from 9 AM on Poll day/
Reporting
Instant Poll closed.

The instant Polling Party reaches the PS on
the previous day of the Poll Day.

10. Number of voters remaining At the hour fixed for close of polls
in the queue at the hour fixed
for close of polls
11. Polling Party Departed
v.

Instant Polling Party departed.

 LOs are to be provided SIM cards with a no. from a series of nos.
B
dedicated by BSNL/Service providers preferably for all concerned
officials like BLOs, Zonal Officers, R.O., DEO’s office and CEO’s office.
Each SIM should be pre-dedicated to a polling station – this data will
be entered in the Central Server.
13

vi. E ach BLO should preferably be equipped with a cell phone (GSM
cell). Formatted Messages would be sent by the BLOs to a particular
number. Messages would be directly pooled in the Central Server
located in the CEO’s office.
vii. A
 team of 4 to 5 persons (Programmers / Asst. Programmers)
dedicated in the CEO’s office to moderate manually the incomplete
or wrong messages.
viii. E ach BLO may be given a small card (wallet size) in advance with the
standard formatted messages for his reference on pre-poll and poll
day. The format and syntax of the SMS messages may be suitably
designed so that the message received by the system through the
GSM modem could be automatically interpreted and up-dated
into the database and made available to all the stakeholders for
monitoring the Polling Stations on line. The following standardized
syntax may be adopted. :
Milestones

SMS Syntax

Phone No. Validation

P[PC NO]A[AC No]P[PS NO]PV
e.g. P1A8P15PV

Polling Party Reached

P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]PR
e.g. P1A8P15PR

Polling Agents, CPF, MicroObserver, Digital Camera,
Video Camera

P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]PA[No. of polling
Agent]C[CPF Y/N]M[Micro-observer Y/N]

Mock Poll Conducted

P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]MC

Poll Started

P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]PS

Poll Interrupted / Resumed

P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]PI

D[Digital Camera Y/N]V[Video Camera Y/N]

P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]PR
Hourly/ Final Vote Cast

P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]VC800
P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]VM470VF430

Polling Party Departed

P[PC NO]A[AC NO]P[PS NO]PD
14

ix. A
 separate training session has to be organized for the BLOs by
the RO (in small groups of 30 BLOs), on the messages to be given
for different milestones on pre-poll and poll day. BLOs have to be
trained extensively how to use the standard formatted messages.
x.

T he instructions/training should be imparted to BLOs in Local
language.

xi. S MPP Port (Short Message Peer to Peer Port) would be the interface
between the Mobile phone and the Server.
xii. F or implementation of the SMS based Poll Monitoring System,
a licensed software is to be obtained and there should be proper
network coverage in PSs.
xiii. In shadow areas, other alternative arrangements for communication
have to be made [like furnishing information through a runner/
landline phone / mobile phone from the nearest place having
network coverage]
xiv. O
 rders for SIM cards have to be placed in advance with BSNL/Service
providers, after ascertaining the network coverage at the polling
station locations and determining no. of officials to be provided SIM
cards. The CEO/DEO is to bear SIM cards charges.
xv. T he threshold limit for mobile phones could be fixed in advance.
BLOs and other officials should be strictly instructed to not make
unnecessary calls prior to the poll day lest they exhaust the amount.
xvi. S IM card numbers are to be incorporated in the Communication
Plan once the no. have been allotted.
xvii. BLOs have to send one initial message for validating the no. after
which all subsequent messages will automatically update the
information for that PS.
xviii. Software can generate Reports to indicate the poll percentage at
specified intervals, PSs where mock poll has been completed, poll
commenced, closure of poll, departure of polling parties, etc.
2.
Use Of Micro-Observer
The Commission recognizes the crucial role played by the Central Observers in
the conduct of independent, free and fair elections. As part of the election
15

observation framework, the Commission has directed that Micro Observers are
to be appointed for micro-observation at the Polling Station Location level, who
shall work directly under control and supervision of the General Observer. In multi
polling station buildings, each location will have one micro observer, instead of
one micro observer per polling booth. The micro observer can oscillate between
the polling stations within the same campus at frequent intervals. It is made
absolutely clear that in no case the micro observer will act as presiding officer or
the polling officer.
Pre-poll activities:
(a)

Appointment of Micro-observers :
The following category of persons can be appointed as Micro-observers:    
a. Government of India employees, not below Group C.
b. Employees of central public sector Undertaking, not below Group C.

b.

Preparation of database of Micro-observers :
 istrict Election officer (DEO) will prepare a database of all Government
D
of India and Central Public Sector Undertakings employees in the district.
The database shall contain the name, designation and organization of the
employee. The database will also have the elector details of the employee
including the Assembly, Part and serial number in the electoral roll and the
EPlC number. In addition to this, the post address, telephone number, mobile
number and email ID of the Micro-observers should also be included in the
database.

c.

Sharing of Micro-observer database with other districts :
T here may be a situation that some districts do not have adequate number
of Government of India or Central PSU employees to be appointed as Microobservers. DEO of such a district shall get the database of Government
of India or Central PSU employees posted in neighboring districts, with
the help of the Divisional Commissioner, in States which have a divisional
commissioner system and with the help of CEO in other States. In case a
Micro-observer has to go to another district on poll duty, arrangement for
proper stay of such Micro-observers must be made. Similarly, arrangements
for their travel from the district of their work to the district of their poll duty
must also be made by the DEO.
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d.

Randomization of Micro-observers:
T he list of polling Stations where Micro-observers are to be appointed shall
be prepared by the DEO in consultation with the observer, depending on
the sensitivity analysis of Polling Stations and availability of Micro-observers.
The available Micro observers will then be randomized in the presence of
observer, among those Polling Stations. The conditions for randomization
of Micro-observers will be the same as that of presiding officers, viz. they
shall not be posted on duty in a Polling station within the same Assembly
constituency, where they are enrolled as voters or where they are working.
All efforts should, however be made to put them on duty in the same
Parliamentary Constituency where they are enrolled as voters, to enable
them to exercise their franchise through EDC. They shall be informed about
the exact Polling Station where they will be on duty only on the day of
departure.

e.

Training of Micro-observers:
 icro-observers should be given detailed training on the rules and procedures
M
of the entire polling process. In addition, they must also be trained on the
work of observation, which is expected of them, and the method of filling
the report which they are required to submit. There should be at least
two rounds of training for Micro-observers. They should be trained by the
Observers. Illustrative training material for the Micro-observers is available
on the ECI website under the link “Training Material at Sl. No. 14 Micro
Observer”.

f.

Logistics for Micro-observers:
T he District Election Officer shall be responsible for providing logistics to
Micro-observers. One Nodal Officer for Micro-observers shall be appointed
for each district by the DEO. Micro observers will reach the dispatch centers
on their own. From the dispatch centers they will be sent with the polling
team to the Polling Station. They will return to the receipt centre with the
polling teams. Each Micro-observer shall be given a photo identity card by
the DEO to ensure his/ her access to the Polling Stations.

f.

Exercise of franchise by Micro-observers:
Micro-observers are entitled to EDC or postal ballot like any other person
on poll duty. The DEO shall send Form-12 and Form-12A to every Micro17

observer along with the appointment order. Micro-observers shall be asked
to bring the completed Forms on the first day of training. The completed
forms shall be sent to the concerned Returning Officer by the DEO. The
Returning Officer shall issue EDC or postal ballot depending on eligibility and
ensure that it is delivered to the Micro-observer on the second training day.
All instructions of the Commission on Postal Ballots and EDC for employees
on poll duty shall also apply to Micro-observers.
Poll Day Activities:
a.

Reaching the Polling Station in advance:
T he micro observer should reach the polling station at least one hour before
the commencement of the poll. If for certain reason it is not possible to
reach in the morning, he should reach in the evening of the previous day.
Having reached the polling station he should assess the preparedness for the
poll.

b.

Work to be done by Micro-observers on poll day:
Micro observers will do the following at the polling station –
i. Assess the preparedness at the Polling Station.
ii. C
 heck the availability of Basic Minimum Facilities (BMF) at the Polling
Station and certify, before the start of Polling.
iii. W
 atch the mock poll and see that it is carried out as per the instructions
of the Commission.
iv. S ee that the votes in the CU are cleared after the mock poll and before
the start of actual poll and that mock poll certificate is signed by the
Presiding Officer.
v. D
 uring the poll day he should regularly note down the important points
for his report in the format given at Annexure-2.
vi. It is made absolutely clear that in no case the Micro observer will act
as Presiding Officer or the polling officer. His task is to observe that the
election process is being carried out in a free and fair manner and there
is no vitiation of Poll.
vii. During the process of observation on the day of the poll, the Micro
observer shall specially observe and note: 18

		
• M
 ock Poll Procedures and clearance of mock poll datas and ballot
slips from VVPAT, wherever used.
		
• P
 resence of Polling Agents and observance of ECI instructions with
regards to them,
		
• The observance of entry pass system and access to Polling Station,
		
• Proper identification of electors in accordance with ECI guidelines,
		
• Identification and recording procedures for the Absentee, Shifted
and Dead voter’s list (ASD list),
		
• Application of indelible ink,
		
• N
 oting down particulars of electors in register Form 17-A including
the noting down of the alternate identity documents used for
identifying the voter,
		
• Secrecy of voting,
•

Conduct of polling agents, their complaints, if any, etc.

viii.If the micro-observer feels that the poll is being vitiated for any reason,
he will immediately bring it to the notice of General Observer through
any means of communication available to him including mobile phone,
police wireless etc.
c.

Micro-observers can be used on more than one poll day:
In case of multi-poll day elections and in case of shortage of Micro-observers,
they can be used for poll duty on more than one poll day. The convenience,
safety and logistics of movement must be taken into account while putting
them on duty for more than one poll day.

d.

Micro-observers in multi-polling station locations:
In case the location at which a Micro-observer is put on duty has more than
one Polling Station, the Micro-observer shall be responsible for all the Polling
Stations at that location. There is no need to post separate Micro-observers
in Polling Stations at one location. The Micro-observer shall divide his time
between Polling Stations and will visit all the Polling Stations within the same
campus at frequent intervals. He shall make it known to the polling agents at
each Polling Station that he is available in case they want to bring anything
to his notice.
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e.

Supervision of the work of Micro-observers:
General Observers will supervise the work of Micro-observers and shall be in
close touch with them.  Micro- observers shall report to the Observer alone
and not to any other election officials.

Post Poll Activities:
a.

Report to be submitted by Micro-observer:
 fter the poll process is over, the Micro-observer will submit a report to the
A
General Observer in the format as enclosed at Annexure-1. He shall hand
over the report to the General Observer at the collection centre in a sealed
envelope. He shall also orally brief the General Observer on anything of
importance that had happened during the day. General Observers will go
through the report submitted by Micro-observers and can seek any further
clarifications required.

b.

Honorarium to Micro-observers :
Micro-observers shall be paid an honorarium of Rs 1000/- for each Poll day
of duty. This shall be in addition to the admissible TA and DA, and the food
allowance as per the norms of the State and their parent Department. The
honorarium, TA, DA and food allowance should be paid by the Returning
officer, in cash, to the Micro observers at the receipt center itself.

c.

Micro-observers to remain present at the time of scrutiny :
 icro observers’ reports shall also be taken into consideration at the time
M
of scrutiny after poll for taking a decision on re-poll or disciplinary action
against any delinquent polling staff. Micro-observers should remain available
at the time of scrutiny, for the General Observer to seek any clarifications, if
required.

3.
Transportation
The Commission directs the DEOs and ROs to undertake efficient utilization of
available multi-modal transport facilities and effective route planning to ensure
the mitigation of  last minute challenges and risks, for which advance planning is
the key for smooth and hassle free mobility during election process.
Attention of the DEOs is specifically invited to the provisions of Section 160 of the RP
Act, which is the statutory foundation that allows the State to requisition vehicles
including vessel/animal for the conduct of elections. The Deputy Commissioners /
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District Magistrates of the district has been exercising the powers under this section
to ensure the mobility during the process of elections. However, factors like longer
schedules or phases of elections, addition of activities like EEM, SVEEP, increased
deployment of CPMF, increased mobility of poll personnel for enforcement of
MCC and Expenditure monitoring and enhanced awareness of franchise rights of
drivers, helpers etc affect the transportation requirement and planning for the
elections, makingit a complex exercise. This further gets complicated as most
districts lack scientific assessment tools to assess the need, the availability (inside
and outside the system), and the utilization.
In this context, the Commission's prescription for detailed and comprehensive
transportation planning in the form of the checklist for transportation (in part-7 of
the DEO’s check list-2014),is reiterated for application and implementation.
a.

Transport arrangements are to be made for the following:
(a) Observers
(b) Area Magistrate / Zonal Magistrate, Polling parties
(d) Sector officers, Micro Observers, Asstt. Expenditure Observer, Flying
Squads, SSTs, VSTs
(d) Police forces (State and Central)
(g) Teams for observance of Model Code of Conduct
(h) Videographers / Cameramen carrying digital cameras.
(i) Various Cells related to Election work

b.

Route Chart
a. R
 oute Chart for every PS; copy to be given to polling party and Sector
Officer.
b. R
 oute Chart must indicate the distance of last polling station from HQ;
Routes must be plotted on constituency map also.
c. Route chart should be most feasible and convenient
d. Separate route chart must be made for:
• Polling parties
• Sector Officers / Zonal Magistrates
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• Micro Observers
• Police Parties
c.

Arrangements
(i) A
 vailability of Buses, Trucks, Cars, Jeeps etc., (both of private and
government) be assessed.
(ii) Draft movement programme and ad-hoc ear-marking of vehicles.
(iii) Tentative transport programme of polling parties.
(iv) Police personnel to be deployed at PSs should be accompanied with
polling parties.
(v) M
 inor repair of roads / routes, if necessary, by PWD or related authorities
/ departments.
(vi) Availability of POL is to be ensured. Need of extra barrel points to be
examined.

d.

Requisitioning
(i) R
 equisitioning of vehicles, private and Government both; under section
160 of RP Act, 1951.
(ii) V
 ehicles of the following kind should not be requisitioned (ECI’s No. 464/
INST/2008-EPS, dt. 26.12.2008)

		
• V
 ehicles of BSNL, UPSC and education institutions (except in
unavoidable circumstances)
		
• V
 ehicles of Forest department, AIR, Doordarshan, WHO, UNICEF and
Organizations of UN.
(iii) Vehicle should be in good condition and shape and free from dirt and
smell.
(iv) As far as possible truck should not be used for polling parties.
(v) Vehicle should not be retained unnecessarily.
(vi) Check if any boats or such other means would be necessary to be
deployed, and whether any special preparations / precautions would be
required in eventuality of rains or other such events.
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(vii) Have the districts’ “Disaster/Flood Contingency/ Management Plans”
re-looked into/updated; and due preparations should be made in light
of the same.
c.

Database
i. D
 atabase to be prepared in advance; much before elections are
announced.
ii. A
 ll the vehicle owners should be asked to furnish data about drivers /
conductors / cleaners including their enrolment details in electoral rolls.
iii. P
 reparation of District Vehicle Movement Plan by DEO shall be done
immediately on announcement of elections.
iv. P
 ara 3.17 of the Handbook of Returning Officer (2014) under the heading
‘TRANSPORT FOR POLLING PARTIES’; specifies that it is expected that the
RO will draw up the Vehicle Movement Plan for each polling party along
with sufficient reserve.
v. In the existing scheme of arrangements large variation exists on the
ground. In some states it is the district authorities who are solely in
control of management of transportation; whereas in resource scarce
states, particularly in the north-east, a large number of districts have
to be dependent on the centralized state authority for allocation and
management of transportation. In the latter case, DEOs and CEOs both
have a role to play for advance planning.
vi. O
 ther than surface vehicles, helicopters, ships / boats, animals, and
porters are also used in logistically-challenged states during the elections.
For helicopters, the Commission places common requisitions with the
Ministry of Defense for allocation of helicopters in hills state, LWE state,
and islands. The deployment of other modes of mobility must be planned
and executed at the district and the state level based on the requirement.

4.
Recruitment
The Commission's standing directions regarding filling up of all vacancies of
employees / officials / police staff who may be involved in the conduct of elections,
well in advance before the General Elections, are to be strictly complied with.
However, since all vacancies cannot be filled by transfers alone, there may be a need
for fresh recruitment in many cases. To fill gaps in recruitment for those manpower
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resources that are to be utilized in general elections, the Commission directs that
preferably all recruitments should be completed, at least one year before general
elections, to give enough time for fresh recruits to undergo necessary training.
The manpower that acts as a non-CPF measure and therefore, a force multiplier,
can be categorized as below:
•

State Police Forces

•

State Armed Police Forces

•

Home Guards

•

Industrial Security Force

•

Social Forestry Guards

•

Bus drivers form State Road Transport Corporations

•

Inspectors for Customs and Central Excise Department (though as a last
resort)

The CEO shall engage with the concerned departments, at least a year in advance,
to review the vacancy position and timely recruitment to fill gaps, if any.
5.
Capacity Building Of Security Personnel
It must be borne in mind that a peaceful and violence-free election, need not
necessarily be a free and fair election. Correct and unbiased implementation of
the election laws and Election Commission’s directions is absolutely necessary.
Since, police machinery plays a key role in creating a conducive environment for
the conduct of elections in a peaceful and orderly manner, it is imperative that
proper and periodic training on the various aspects of election preparedness is
conducted for the entire police brass, from senior levels like DIGs, IGs etc to the
cutting edge of the force at the Constable level. In view of the same, it is directed
that following instructions be strictly complied with regarding training of police
personnel associated with conduct of elections:
A.

At State/Police HQ level:
i. S tate Nodal Officer for Training: The Sate shall appoint a senior officer,
not below the rank of IGP, preferably the ADGP/IG Training; as the Nodal
Officer at State level to arrange, oversee, prepare content, monitor and
report the training of the state police forces. The senior Police officer
who would function as nodal officer should remain in touch with the CEO
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on day-to-day basis; so that the Commission’s instructions from time to
time are followed up and implemented.
ii. L evels of training: Training will be organized at two levels: at the state
level at Police HQs; and at the District level, which included Block/Tehsil/
Taluka level.
iii. T rainees in state police: In a general election, all members of the State
Police Force from top to bottom shall undergo relevant training.
iv. O
 ther trainees: Similarly, all members of the State Armed Police and
Home Guards shall also be given relevant training.
v. C
 ontent: Standardized, high quality and need- based training should be
imparted; this should include giving of handbooks, and other training
material such as pocket books, Flyers, etc.
vi. C
 hecklists: A checklist will be prepared/ updated for the key officials
associated with the conduct of election indicating their duties and
responsibilities in the light of instructions being issued from the Election
Commission of India from time to time.
vii. Reference material: Besides, reference material should also be prepared
indicating the relevant Sections of various Acts that are relevant during
the course of elections. It should indicate the nature of offence and the
relevant Sections whether cognizable or non-cognizable and the action
to be taken in case of any violation and should be made available to all.
viii.Coordination: Proper coordination between the CEO’s office and the
police headquarters is to be established. Any instruction connected
with maintenance of law and order preparation of State/district level
deployment plan of CPF etc., the guidelines should be immediately
brought to the notice of police headquarters.
B.

At district level
(a) Incorporating recent instructions of ECI in Training module:
The DEO-cum-District Collector/DM will hold a meeting with SP and
senior police officials and apprise them of all the recent instructions
of the ECI that must be incorporated for training at the relevant levels.
The attention  should be drawn to Commission’s instructions regarding
maintenance of law and order, execution of non-boilable warrants,
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seizure of illegal arms, surrender of licensed weapons, enforcement of
excise law, action against bootleggers, restriction on use of vehicles,
instruction regarding prior permission for campaign vehicles, ban on use
of any vehicle for transporting voters on the day of poll etc.
(b) Training on enforcement of MCC:
T he enforcement of MCC is the joint responsibility of the district electoral
administration as well as the police administration. Clear accountability
should be spelt out when the district administration / RO forms MCC
squads/teams. There should be a specific accountability for the police
officials at the Thana level.
(c) Training regarding Complaint Monitoring System in the district:
T his should also be introduced for tracking election related violence and
offence; and training must take care of this aspect.
(d) Training on analysis of offence history of the polls:
T he DEO and SP will review the status of the election related cases during
the previous election and expedite follow up action in this regard. Police
personnel must be trained to collect such information and analyse it and
take follow up action.
(e) T raining on concept of vulnerability mapping and identification of
critical polling station and critical clusters is very crucial:
i.

T he Commission has introduced a new concept of vulnerability
mapping and specific process for identifying the critical polling
stations and critical clusters (refer circular no. 464/INST/2008 dt.
24.10.08). The conventional method of identifying hyper sensitive/
sensitive/normal polling stations adopts the law and order and past
events of violence as the major criteria. However, the new system
of identifying critical polling stations and critical clusters gives lots
of importance for the factors associated with free and fair election
process

ii.

T raining to be organized by the district administration (DEO and
SP) for police officials; it should be planned in advance; and proper
training material should be prepared, preferably at the central level,
that can be augmented at the district level. Copies of the relevant
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circulars of the ECI and extracts of relevant law should also be
circulated in the training programme.
iii. A
 s the vulnerability mapping gives valid inputs for identification
of critical polling stations and critical clusters, the entire concept
should be explained to the cutting edge police officials properly by
the DEO and SP
f. T raining on various aspects of misuse of money power and election
expenditure; some essential inputs:
i.

T he misuse of money power has emerged as a big challenge to the
free and fair election process. Feedback has been received about
candidates indulging in various methods to induce the voters which
includes outright payment of cash that amounts to bribery and other
forms of inducements such as supply of liquor, food packets, holding
of lunch and dinner parties in the name of “birthdays” and other
“anniversaries” to give election related inducement, distribution of
gifts in the name of mass-wedding and so on. During the election
process, a close tracking by each and every Thana officer of such
payments and other forms of inducement at their level is essential.

ii.

T he field level election machinery/police administration should
work as a team to track such types of malpractices. Whenever such
event takes place, video coverage of such events shall be ensured so
that sufficient documentary evidence is created.

iii. It is noticed that liquor is transported even from the far away States
to the election going States. Proper checking at the inter-State
border and commercial tax check post will be helpful in tracking such
transportation of liquor. Whenever a consignment of such liquor is
intercepted, proper investigation should follow to trace the origin of
such supply and the destination.
iv.

 proper investigation is essential to establish linkage between
A
the election process and the supply of such inducements. Media
should be briefed whenever such consignments are seized. A proper
orientation about this should be given to the police officials during
training programmes.

v.

Information on the Commission’s instructions about ceiling for
expenditure in election, the details of Section 77 of R.P Act regarding
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the list of star campaigners to be submitted by the recognized party
and the implications therein should be explained to the police
officials.
vi. S ection 171 H which deals with the illegal payment by any person for
furthering interest of a candidate should be explained to the police
officials during training programme.
g. Training on issues related to defacement of Public properties
i.

T he Election Commission has been issuing a detailed instructions
regarding prevention of Defacement of Public Property and other
connected issues. In this regard, the latest Commission’s instructions
vide no. 3/7/2008/JS II dated 07.10.08 needs to be properly studied.

ii.

T he steps to be taken to implement the Commission’s order in the
context of prevailing law if any, applicable to the State should be
properly explained.

iii. T he methodology to be adopted for enforcement of Commission’s
instruction should be discussed in the training programme and
explained to the field officials.
h. T raining on issues related to discipline during nomination process
Commission has issued instructions to ensure proper discipline during
the process of filing of nomination.
i.

During the filing of nomination, the candidate can be accompanied
by only the four other persons (refer 464/inst/2007/PS I dated
09.02.07). This restriction by and large is being strictly followed.
However, there are instances in which these instructions are not
followed resulting in chaotic situation inside the RO’s room.

ii.

In order to ensure that proper discipline is maintained and the
Commission’s instructions regarding restriction of persons, a nodal
officer needs to be identified and trained by the SP of the district;
who would be responsible for sanitizing the area of RO’s premises
and ensure that only the permitted number of people are allowed to
go inside the RO’s room and the entire proceeding should be video
graphed.
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iii. D
 uties and responsibilities of the nodal officer in this regard, should
be properly explained by the SP to the nodal officer during training
session.
iv.

Publication of election pamphlets in violation of Section 177 A of the
RP Act, 1951 needs close tracking and monitoring.

i. Training on aspects that impact upon communal harmony
i.

T he police administration should remain vigilant about circulation of
campaign material which can affect the communal harmony. A strict
vigil needs to be kept.

ii.

The provisions of electoral law as well as model code of conduct in
this regard shall be explained to the police officials during training
programme.

j. Training about Poll day and counting day duties
i.

An orientation should be given to the police officials about the polling
process on the poll day and other connected issues and about the
duties and responsibilities of various police officials on poll day with
reference to security at polling station, patrolling of the catchments
areas, tracking of areas identified as vulnerable, transportation of
polled EVMs, sealing and guarding of strong rooms and the counting
day arrangements.

k. Training on how to coordinate with the CPF
i.

 henever CPF are deployed in a district/constituency, a proper
W
coordination has to be ensured so that the deployment of CPF
becomes more effective and functional. Hence, a proper orientation
needs to be given about the role of CPF vis-à-vis State police/local
police and other coordination responsibilities.

ii.

T he district should also prepare material to be given to the CPF, that
is: list of vulnerable pockets. Terrain and weather of the district, list
of PS and locations, communication plan, do’s and don’ts for the
CPF, plan for pre-poll deployment, etc.

l. Directory of electoral administration
i.

 directory of key functionaries of the electoral administration
A
both civil and police should be prepared indicating the names,
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designation, landline and mobile numbers for better coordination
between civil & police authorities.
ii.

T his directory should be handed over during training to all key
personnel; and also to the senior CPF personnel

6.
Deployment Planning
The Commission fully realizes the importance of systematic, careful and advance
planning of the activities and deployment of various resources and manpower for
the smooth and efficient conduct of elections in a free, fair and peaceful manner. In
order to ensure that the election machinery is fully geared to its task, deployment
planning must be done in a proper and meticulous manner for which the following
steps are required to be taken:
(a) K
 eeping in view the local issues and challenges, sufficient meetings should
be held between the District election machinery and Police department
to inject confidence in the public, political parties and the mass media to
ensure violence-free election.  
(b) A broad deployment plan should be prepared at the time of
announcement; which can be fine-tuned at least 15 days before the poll
day in consultation with the Observer.
(c) C
 onsidering the crucial role played by CAPF in enhancing the credibility
and transparency of the election process, attempt must be made to deploy
central forces in vulnerable areas as early as is practicable. Necessary
coordination and monitoring system must be put in place to prepare
detailed day-to-day deployment plan of CAPF and close monitoring must
be done to ensure optimum utilization of the central forces.
(d) For daily Law and Order reporting from Districts, a portal (CEO Law and
Order Portal) should be created and used during the entire period of
Model Code of Conduct.
(e) A
 s soon as the Criticality Assessment and Vulnerability Mapping exercises
are over, the deployment plan inclusive of all the available Police Forces
(including State Reserve Police, Local Police, Armed-Unarmed Home
Guards, Industrial Security Force, Gram Rakshak Dal etc.) should clearly
spell out Static and Mobile deployment. This path-breaking measure can
have its immediate impact in ensuring that political clashes prior to poll
can be significantly curbed and the confidence of the voters in the ability
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of the Election Machinery in conducting free and fair polls is greatly
boosted.
(f) S enior police officers could also be deployed in all the sensitive districts to
help the SPs but without interfering with the regular chain of command.
Advanced and effective Deployment Planning in complete confidentiality
and with elements of surprise (such as police randomization) is the key
to success.
(g) T he Force Deployment – Planning and Execution Manual may be referred
to for more detail.
7.

Pre-Poll Deployment
(a) Pre-poll deployment must be very carefully planned, both for the state
police forces as well as for the CAPF.
(b) State police forces are responsible for maintaining general law and order;
thus their pre-poll deployment shall begin from date of announcement
of polls.
(c) T he most important contributing factor for the peaceful polls is the
availability of ample number of Central Armed Police Forces, both for
the poll duty as well as for conducting area domination exercises, route
marches and other confidence building measures, which can surely lead
to a significant fall in the incidences of violence and also ensure that
people could cast their vote fearlessly.
(d) In order to curb pre-poll violence, the deployment of Central Armed
Police Force (CAPF) well in advance of the polls is necessary, which should
be strictly deployed for area domination and conducting route marches
and other confidence building measures.
(e) E ffective pre-poll utilization of state police and CAPF, if any, is based on
advanced planning.
(f) C
 omplaints about obstructions/threat on poll day shall be enquired into
immediately.
(g) S pecial drive to be undertaken to compile the list of persons who are
reported to have indulged in the offences during the election period.
Report must also be sought from the CPF.
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1.

Essential State police pre-poll deployment:
(a) Flying Squads (FS):
i.

T here shall be three or more dedicated Flying Squads under each
Assembly Constituency/Segment for tracking illegal cash transactions
or any distribution of liquor or any other items suspected of being
used or bribing the voters.

ii.

T he Flying Squads will consist of one Senior Executive Magistrate as
the Head of the Team, one Senior Police Officer of the Police Station,
one videographer and 3 to 4 armed police personnel.

iii. T hey are to be provided with a dedicated vehicle, mobile phone,
a video camera and necessary Panchnama documents required for
seizure of cash or goods.
(b) QRTs (Quick Response/Reaction Teams):
i.

In the aftermath of the recent terror attacks, every Police Force
has constituted an elite “Quick Response/Reaction Team” (QRT)
comprising commandos, specially and rigorously trained i.e. at
par with the National Security Guards (NSG) and armed with
sophisticated weapons, specially designed vehicles and ultramodern communication sets  to counter any terrorist attack

ii.

F anning across each of the districts of the State, QRT commandos are
available who have special training to tackle any hostage situation or
terror attacks in public places like markets, multiplexes or shopping
malls.

iii. T hey should be deployed during the election to help the local police/
CAPF.
(c) Static Surveillance Team (SST):
i.

T here shall be three or more surveillance teams under each
Assembly Constituency with one Magistrate and three or four police
personnel in each team  and a videographer each.

ii.

T his team shall put check posts and keep watch on movement of
large quantities of cash, illegal liquor, any suspicious item or arms
being carried in their area.
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iii. The entire process of checking shall be videographed.
2.

CPF area domination:
(a) B
 riefing is to be given to CPF personnel about challenges of area; briefing
by SHO if deployed in a Police Station; and by DM and SP if it is in a
district.
(b) Briefing also to be given to CPF personnel by Observer and RO about
their duties, structure, functioning of forces etc.
(c) W
 herever CPF arrives in advance for area domination, special attention
shall be given to vulnerable locations.
(d) The Commanders / Assistant Commanders of the CPF shall be given a list
of vulnerable locations.
(e) C
 PF will be used for the purpose of area domination conducting flag
march (should be more on foot), confidence building among electors,
checking of border etc., till 2 days before the poll.
(f) C
 PF to conduct Patrolling duty on assigned routes (election sectors)
covering a fixed cluster of polling stations. CPF mobile patrolling party
will be provided sketch map indicating PS locations, their sensitive
gradations, name and contact numbers of SO/RO/Observer etc.
(g) On poll day CPF not to be kept as strike reserve etc.
(h) CPF to conduct Patrolling duty as flying squad on poll day in a defined
area with surprise element. When the CPF is assigned duty in a “flying
squad” mode, it shall be accompanied by a Zonal Magistrate.

8.
Geography, Terrain, Weather
Sound and practical knowledge of local geography, topography and terrain and
subsequent efficient deployment of resources in accordance to the peculiar
geographical, climatic or topographical condition (such as intelligent use of SAT
phones, wireless, boats, etc.) is an important non-CAPF measure.  The preparation
of District Election Management Plan should invariably include this in the District
Profile and the overall poll day management plan.
9.
Communication Plan
Considering the wide array of a election-related activities at various levels
like national, State, district and polling station level, which often require to be
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undertaken concurrently and with close coordination between different agencies
and stakeholders, the crucial importance of a robust and thoroughly tested
communication plan cannot be over-emphasized. Right from drawing up the State
and District Election Management Plan (SEMP and DEMP), up to counting and result
declaration; tracking and monitoring of these multifarious activities is an important
task for all election officers. This is primarily achieved by establishing reliable and
secure communication linkages between the various stakeholders. The importance
of strategic communication planning in elections cannot be undermined, which is
at the heart of successful election planning and management. The Commission
issues the following instructions in this regard.  
1.

Appointment of State Level Nodal Officer Communications:

Every state has a position in the police forces called ADG / IG Communications
who is responsible for procuring and managing the communication system in
State police. This officer may, preferably, be officially appointed as the Nodal
Officer Communication for each state and should be responsible for assessing
requirements and providing communication systems at each PS and also for
coordinating with neighboring states and the center for procurement, etc. This
officer should be appointed as Nodal at least 6-8 months prior to the due date of
elections, so that he has enough time for also issuing purchase orders, wherever
necessary.
2.

Levels of Communication:

The following levels of communication (which includes the stakeholders who use
them) are to be established and made operational, during elections:
a. National level – ECI, MHA, MOD, BSNL, Election Observers.
b. S tate Level – CEO, Chief Secretary, Police Headquarter, Nodal Officers
(Police, Expenditure Monitoring, MCC etc.) Election candidates, Election
Observers.
c. D
 istrict level – District Election Officers, Superintendents of Police,
Returning Officer/ Asstt. Returning Officers, Election Observers, Election
candidates.
d. S ub Division and Tehsil level – Asst. Returning Officers, field level staff of
Revenue and police departments, Election candidates.
e. P
 olling Station Level – Sector/Zonal Magistrates, Security Forces
deployed, Polling personnel, BLOs, Polling agents.
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3.

 ommunication network is used during the election period for the following
C
purposes:
(a) P
 re poll period – this is the period when planning for polls takes place;
and communication network is required for the following tasks:
1.

Information about physical status of polling stations – by Sector
officers and District Revenue Officers to the District and State Level.

2.

Information regarding available means of communicating the
progress of poll to district control rooms on poll day from the polling
stations.

3.

Information regarding possible routes of transportation of polling
parties to and from the polling stations.

4.

Input on the Criticality status of polling area by the local police.

5.

Sector Officers’ assessment of Vulnerability of polling stations in his
sector.

6.

 raft plan for Deployment of Security Forces made polling station
D
wise.

7.

T racking of election expenditure of candidates, movement of illicit
liquor and cash and general law and order in the field.

8.

 eceipt of election related complaints, physical verification and
R
redressal of the same.

9.

Information regarding availability of human resources, to be
deployed for various election related work.

10. Information on the dispatch of polling parties to polling stations.
(b) Poll Day – for conduct of elections reliable communication network is
required for:
1.

Reporting of mock poll and start of poll.

2.

Reporting on polling percentage at regular intervals.

3.

 eporting any emergency situation in the polling station – EVM
R
breakdown, security threat, polling personnel welfare etc. and
respond without delay.
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4.

Monitoring the Law and Order situation, throughout the day and
taking appropriate security measures, wherever found necessary.

5.

 onitoring election expenditure and compliance of MCC on poll day
M
for reporting at appropriate levels.

(c) P
 ost poll period – in the follow up of polling process a good
communication network serves the following purposes:
1.

Tracking the polling parties on their way back to the headquarters.

2.

 eporting on the final status of men and material, after the
R
completion of poll.

3.

Sending statutory reports to the state and ECI, after the close of poll.

4.

Monitoring and reporting of the status of strong rooms still counting.

(d) Counting Day: A secure and reliable communication system is required
on the counting day for:

4.

1.

Reporting the results of counting as prescribed by ECI.

2.

Reporting by Election Observers to ECI.

3.

Tracking of the progress of counting in the counting halls.

4.

 onitoring Law and Order situation on the counting day and taking
M
appropriate measures.

The flow of information through the communication channels is as follows:
a. In ascending order, upwards:

		
• S tatutory reports (LOR, MCC, Defacement of property, Expenditure
monitoring, Nomination and Affidavits of Candidates, Result of
counting of votes etc.)
		
• D
 eployment plans (Polling personnel/ Security Personnel),
Transportation plans, Training plans, Counting plans etc.
		
• A
 nalytical reports (Vulnerability, Criticality and physical condition of
polling stations).
		
• D
 aily reports (permission granted for rallies, meetings, election
vehicles, loudspeakers etc., EPIC distribution, photo voter slip
distribution etc.).
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• C
 ompliance reports (FLC, commissioning of EVMs, meetings with
candidates etc.) Poll day reporting
b. In descending order, downwards:
		
• Instructions, directions, notifications etc.
c. In composite order:
		
• T ransmission of election related complaints from higher levels to
lower levels and sending of reports regarding the same by lower
levels to higher ones.
d. Lateral flow of information:
		
• A
 lot of election related information is made available to the public
at large, through internet (official websites), public display in
election offices and mass media – details of contesting candidates,
permissions granted for electioneering, counting results, abstracts
of election expenditure of candidates etc.
5.

Means of communication to be deployed in elections:
a. Technological means:

		
• Landline phones
		
• Mobile phones
		
• Wireless sets
		
• Satellite phones
		
• Internet
		
• Walky-talky sets
b. Non Technological means:
		
• Sector/Zonal magistrates
		
• Runners
		
• Motorcyclists/cyclists
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10.	Tapping Human Resources from Various Departments of State and Central
Government.
The CEO of the state shall identify additional manpower resources that can be
tapped from various departments of the state and central government for
deployment during elections. Due to limited availability of Central Armed Police
Force and State Police, it may become necessary to augment police strength by
drawing from related agencies such as Social Forestry Guards, Drivers of State Road
Transport Corporation, Gram Rakshak Dal, NSS Volunteers, NCC Cadets, Inspectors
from Custom and Central Excises Department etc.
1.

Newly recruited police :
 special training may be given to newly recruited police force to make them
A
suitable for deployment.

2.

Use of Bus Drivers of State Road Transport Corporation :
 us Drivers may be mobilized two or three days before the poll day and
B
may be used in place of regular police drivers for police vehicles. The police
personnel so spared may be deployed at polling stations and ancillary parties
for maintenance of Law and Order.

3.

Use of Forest Guards :
F orest Guards from Social Forestry Division of Forest Department may be
trained and deployed at par with police constables.

4.

Use of Armed Home Guards :
 large number of armed police personnel that are deployed at currency
A
chests / Government Treasuries etc. may be replaced by armed Home Guards
two to three days before the poll. Armed police personnel so relieved may
be utilized for maintenance of Law and Order.

5.

Use of Industrial Security Force :
 oys of State Reserved Police Force which are deployed for the industrial
C
security with ONGC or such other Institute may be replaced by deploying
Industrial Security Force personnel.

6.

Use of private security guards :
 oys deployed for the security of large private refineries etc. (situated in the
C
State if any) may be replaced by deploying private security guards and coys
so relieved may be utilized for maintenance of Law and Order.
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7.

Use of NSS Volunteers / NCC Cadets :
T hey may be utilized for the purpose of maintenance of queues at      polling
station.

8.

Use of Inspectors from the Customs and Central Excise Department:
T his maybe done only as a last resort; that is, if no other manpower is
available. They   can be made in-charge of a group of Polling Stations and
used in mobiles.

However, before deploying any member of a voluntary force/agency/body
like Gram Rakshak Dal or National Volunteer Force etc, prior approval of the
Commission may be obtained.
11. Manpower Audit
The CEO at the state level and DEO at district level must carry out a detailed
manpower audit, preferably four to six months in advance, so that maximum
manpower can be mobilized for election related duties. This is to be done in the
following manner, among others:
(a)

Assessing requirement of every category of election functionary

(b)

Preparing a robust database

(c)

By planning leave period,

(d)

Recalling people from deputation

(e)

Recalling from temporary attachment

(f)

Planning long term training so as not to impact on polls

(g)

Reducing the administrative / support staff in State Reserve Police Force.

(1)

Requirement to be assessed:
 eployment of Staff in connection with conduct of election – following
D
categories of officers/officials will be required in various stages –
(a) Presiding Officers and Polling Officers
(b) Micro observers
(c) Sector Officers
(d) Area/Sector Magistrates
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(e) A
 sstt. Election Observer and other teams to be engaged in Election
Expenditure Monitoring.
(f) Control Room/Help Line Staff
(g) EVM Ground Staff
(h) Officers/Officials to be engaged in Dispersal Counters, Facilitation Centers
& Receipt Centers.
(i) A
 ssembly Level Master Trainers for imparting training to various
categories of officials.
(j) Officers/Staff required for various election cells.
(k) Police Personnel
(l) Counting Supervisors and Assistants
(m) Additional Counting Staff
(n) Voter Assistance Booth Staff
(o) Digital/Video camera Supervisors
(p) Booth Level Officers
(2)

Who can be deployed:
Staff of following authorities can be deployed –
(a) Central Government and State Government
(b) Local Authority
(c ) University established or incorporated by/ under a Central / State Govt.
Act.
(d) Government Company
(e) Institution, Concern or Undertaking which is established by/under
Central/State Act or which is controlled/ financed wholly/substantially
by funds provided directly/ indirectly by Central/State Govt.

(3)

Database to be prepared:
District Database of all employees of Central Govt./State Govt., Central/
State PSUs, Govt. Companies shall be prepared.
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(a) Software – Supplied by CEO Office.
(b) Particulars like name, sex, Home AC, work place AC, designation, office,
pay scale, phone No., and Name & No. of AC, where he is enrolled, Part
No., voter serial No. etc.
(c) D
 atabase to be comprehensive – Every employee of all deptts. of Central/
State Govt. and Central/State PSUs must be covered in the database,
irrespective of the fact that an employee will be assigned the election
duty or not.
(d) While deputing the staff on election duty ensure that there should not be
too much of strain on a particular department/ organization.
(e ) Bank employees only in contingency.
(4)

Not to be deployed in election duties:
(a) O
 fficials working in CBI, IB and RAW and personnel working in essential
services.
(b) Contractual workers or Anganwadi workers not to be engaged in elections.
(c) S r. officers of Indian Forest Service, Veterinary Doctors and Compounders,
Cattle Extension Officers, Medical Practitioners, Territorial staff of Wild
Life/Sanctuary Deptt., Staff of AIR and Doordarshan.
(d) Staff of commercial bank in rural area, where the bank has only one
employee.
(e) O
 perational staff of BSNL, UPSC and educational institutions (except in
unavoidable circumstances)
(f) O
 fficials against whom ECI recommended disciplinary action or who have
been charged for lapses in election related duties.
(g) Officials against whom criminal case is pending.
(h) Physically challenged persons in polling duty
(i) W
 here female employees are engaged in polling duty guidelines of ECI
be followed.

(5)

Grouping and formation of polling party:
(a) PrO and POs to be classified on the basis of pay, post and rank.
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(b) PrOs should be Gazetted Officers and failing that officials who are working
in supervisory capacity should be deployed.
(c) P
 roper mix up of personnel. Two officials of the same group/category or
from same deptt./office should not be put together
(d) Certificate regarding proper mix up.
(e) O
 ne PrO + three POs in a polling party. In case of simultaneous elections
for Vidhan Sabha & Lok Sabha the norms is One PrO + 5 POs.
(f) W
 here electors exceed 1200 one extra PO (ECI No. 464/INST/2008/EPS
dt. 18.12.2008).
(g) Persons not to be deployed in home AC or AC wherein he is posted.
(h) Where electors are small in numbers one PrO + 2 PO may be sufficient.
(6)

Central Government Employees:
(a) C
 entral employees need not be deployed as PrO and PO. To be kept for
Micro Observer duties.
(b) Asstt. Expenditure Observer are also to be deployed from Gr. B officers
of Income Tax Deptt., Central Excise, Audit & Accounts or Central PSUs (if
available)
(c) Separate data base for Gr. A, B, C employee of Central Govt.
(d) The Gazetted officers/officials of Central Govt. and Central Govt. PSUs
be identified as Micro Observers, which will be deployed randomly after
consultation of Observer.
(e) O
 ne Additional Counting Staff drawn from Central Govt./PSUs of Central
Govt., will be deployed for each counting table.

(7)

Micro Observers/Election Volunteers:
(a) F ollowing categories of personnel can be considered for use as Micro
Observers/election volunteers in election management (ECI No. 464/
INST/ 2008/EPS dt. 10.12.2008) –
(b) Serving GOI officials (Not in Home AC)
(c) R
 etd. GOI officials and State Govt. officials within district (not in Home
AC)
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(d) Members of NSS and Bharat Scouts.
(e) Serving State Govt. officials from other states.
(f) Sr. Dn. members of NCC
(g) Individual volunteers selected by ECI
(8)

Assistant Expenditure Observer & other teams for Expenditure Monitoring:
(a) A
 EOs to be appointed from the date of announcement by DEO well
before announcement of elections programme and to start work.
(b) Flying Squads and Static Surveillance Teams
(c) Video Surveillance Teams & Video Viewing Teams
(d) Accounting Teams
(e) Liquor Monitoring Team
(f) Election Expenditure Monitoring Cell
(g) Complaint Monitoring Cell & Call Centre

(9)

Engagement of Child Labour in Election related activities:
(ECI No. 464/INST/2013-EPS dt. 02.05.2013)
(a) C
 hildren (below 14 years) not to be engaged for any work connected with
the election process like campaigning, carrying campaigning materials
etc.  
(b) Penalty under Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986.

12.

Well- Equipped Police Forces
1. Home Department and DGP shall assess the requirement and the
availability of security forces and its categories, based on intelligence
input,  for each Assembly Constituency. After the preliminary assessment,
the consultation will take place at the level of CEO who shall project
the requirement, after taking input from the DEOs and other relevant
material, before the Commission.
2. It shall be the duty of the State Nodal officer for Law and Order to effectively
equip the police forces that is available during the conduct of elections.
He shall do advance planning approximately one year before for smooth
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financial and physical arrangements. Assessment and availability of all
such equipment shall be done before the announcement of elections.
3. Equipping the forces includes the following, (illustrative):
a.

Equipment,

b.

Transport,

c.

Route mapping (polling team movement),

d.

Communication,

e.

 efresher Training including sensitization, exposure as per the local
R
and special needs.

f.

Self-Study Material,

g.

Uniform Articles,

h.

 ccommodation with adequate amenities (including drinking water,
A
sanitation, electricity, medical),

i.

Mess, ration etc.

j.

Adequate budgeting at each level,

k.

Disaster Management Arrangements.

4. E quipping shall be planned and undertaken not only for state police, state
armed battalions, but also for Home Guards and Gram Rakshak Dal /Sagar
Rakshak Dal (These units may be revived with focused interventions
through specialized training.).
13.

Active Call Centers, Complaint Cells, and Control Rooms
1. Call Centers: Wide publicity may be given to ECI helpline number. A press
release informing the general public may be issued on the day of poll by
the CEO.
2. C
 ontrol Rooms: Establishing Control rooms at District and State level
and wide publicity of phone numbers of key election officers are also
effective measures.

14. Inter-State Cluster for Sharing of State Police Manpower
Since the availability of central forces has increasingly become one of the crucial
factors in determining the election schedule, it is extremely important to optimize
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the utilization of state police forces. In non-LWE affected areas, zone-wise clusters
of states should be formed, for sharing or pooling the state police resources and
manpower in a predetermined manner. It might be, eventually possible, in such
states to conduct elections entirely in the absence of CPMF if such sharing is done.
Based on Inter-State consultations for availability and need assessment of security
forces, the poll going State may structure its deployment plan. SOP for induction
and de-induction shall be followed in all such cases without exception. Sensitization
training of such forces will be part of this arrangement.
To facilitate this process, a joint coordination committee comprising CEO/
Additional CEO, State Police Nodal Officer, State Police Nodal Officer (CAPF), State
coordinator of BSF, SSB, ITBP, CISF and all other State Police Forces may be formed
for co-ordination, communication and command purposes.
For more details, please refer to the Force Deployment – Planning and Execution
Manual.
15. Motivation and Welfare of Police Forces
Mobilization of forces and conducting the election is a daunting task and a major
challenge for the police and the district administration. Pro-active intervention by
the district police and the district administration through various initiatives to raise
the morale of the forces can help reduce the stress level of the Security Forces.
Following are some of the measures, which can motivate the Forces:
(a)

 security audit can be carried out which can help to place in demand the
A
quantum of forces required for the elections, as lack of adequate force leads
to extended duty hours which results in fatigue and frustration among the
Police forces.

(b)

 roper Pre-induction training is to be imparted, to ensure that the security
P
forces mobilized from outside perform their task without any fault; and also
so that they familiarize themselves with the terrain, culture and custom as
well as  history sheeters, trouble mongers, local criminals and their ideology
& tactics.

(c)

 ll the forces should be briefed and sensitized well in advance on the
A
precautionary measures and should be instructed to observe it in letter and
spirit.

(d)

 andatory and personal briefing by DEO-cum-DM and SSP/SP of the district
M
forces is a huge motivating factor. The teams should be briefed on routes
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and other aspects such as patrolling the periphery of the booth, providing
security to the voters and the polling officials and escorting them safely after
the election.
(e)

 oute maps are to be prepared before one month taking into consideration
R
the location of polling booths and intensity of anti-social activities with grid
reference and be made available to all the operational parties.

(f)

 ase study method can be used, photographs, video and films can be
C
displayed and observed, various case studies can be discussed to avoid any
untoward incidents.

(g)

Sufficient time gap between different phases of poll.

(h)

Participative decision making – coordination meetings at State/ district level.

(i)

E very CAPF team should be provided with a representative of the local Police
from the time of their induction till the completion of electoral process so
that they could do their duty well because of their knowledge of terrain and
local language.

(j)

Effective role of Railways and IRCTC in taking care of the forces is a motivator.

(k)

 elicopter services can be used to drop the security personnel and the
H
polling officials in the booths located at inaccessible areas. This helps them
conserve energy for poll day deployment.

(l)

E ffective use of modern technology should be done and the security
forces must be briefed about the fact that the district administration is in
a position to respond very speedily to any untoward incident. To monitor
all the developments on the poll day a control room is to be setup at the
district Head Quarters with VHF, Mobile Phones and telephone facilities. The
control room has to be made functional 24x7 from pre-electoral process to
the completion of electoral process.

(m) P
 reparation of pre/during/post-poll daily movement plan for CPF helps
them get organised swiftly leading to less stress. Operational plans are to be
chalked out well in advance and should be personally supervised by the SP.
(n)

E xigency plans such as evacuation of wounded in case of an encounter,
replacement of EVMs in case of destruction and reinforcement of forces
in case of any emergency are to be prepared well in advance and all the
resources are to be put in place. All these must be shared with the forces.
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(o)

Safe return of the forces to their respective base camps is to be ensured.

(p)

Recognition by ECI for good work and good recoveries.

F ollowing additional steps can be initiated for the welfare and encouragement
of the force personnel:
(a)

T he Commission desires that an officer of the rank of Inspector General
of Police in state Govt. in each & every state may be appointed as Nodal
Officer with immediate effect to look into the matter of CPF facilities like
accommodation, Logistic, welfare measures, compensation/insurance,
packed lunch or payment for refreshment charges etc.

(b)

E very District must appoint a District level Nodal Officer for Welfare, not
below the rank of Deputy SP; and his contact details must be circulated to all
members of the state and central police forces who are deployed for polls.

(c)

 rovision for Insurance, Proper medical cover earmarking of super specialty
P
hospitals, cashless Medical treatment, in case of evacuation, Air ambulance,
helicopter support etc. for all policemen  on election duty should be ensured.

(d)

E nhancement of medical facilities in the areas with deployment of more
Doctors from other parts of the state should also be ensured.

(e)

E ssential medicines to be kept in sufficient quantity at centralized holding area
so that requisite dose is administered to each individual under supervision
of the medical officer of local unit.

(f)

 rrangement with Hospitals for Cashless Treatment Specially for super
A
specialty treatment should be given in advance so that there is no confusion
about where the patient is required to be taken after medical evacuation.

(g)

Distribution of food packets should be planned in advance.

(h)

Proper accommodations and logistics support.

(i)

 isit of Senior Officials for monitoring the facilities provided to CPF at the
V
place of accommodations in the district.

(j)

T imely revision of various orders such as ex-gratia compensation, uniformity
in remuneration.

(k)

 ll the departments of the state government at the district level should be
A
instructed to facilitate the forces from their side for the smooth conduct of
elections.
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(l)

It has been often brought to notice that the forces deployed are not defrayed
honorarium as per instructions of the commission. It will be desirable that
the nominal rolls of all the forces should be acquired before the dispatch of
the polling parties so that the exact amount is disbursed in time.

16.

The Role of Media as a Force Multiplier

(a)

 ommission has always found media as an important ally in election
C
management. Hence, in conduct of election, an efficient structure for
information dissemination to media has been created at the Commission,
State and District levels.

(b)

 edia can play a positive and pro-active role in supplementing election
M
management in delivery of a free, fair, transparent, peaceful and participative
election.

(c)

T o enable Media as a force multiplier, ensure timely and due access to
election related data and information to media.

(d)

 part from this, designing and producing/procuring various materials
A
(handbooks, pamphlets, posters, TV spots, radio jingles, documentary films,
newspaper ads etc.) for education of candidates, political parties, media,
citizens/ voters etc. is also vital.

(e)

 proactive information campaign outlining the role of security forces will
A
go a long way in building confidence in voters and also keeping high the
motivation levels of the men who work under trying circumstances.

(f)

In order to ensure that the exercise of conduct of elections is successful, a
well-coordinated voters’ education campaign is conducted in cooperation
with local media institutions aimed at increasing the voters’ turnout.

(g)

T he second objective of media campaigns is to guarantee that all eligible
voters understand and participate in the electoral processes.

(h)

T he paramount lesson that the election management body can learn from
the previous elections is to treat the media as a key partner and not a rival in
the promotion of democracy through elections.

(i)

 uthority Letters will have to be issued to all accredited Media for the polling
A
day and the day of counting.
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(j)

Further, engagement of the available IT resource in order to inform and
motivate an internet savvy generation and the young mobile users can also
act as a force-multiplier.

(k)

F olk Dance, Festivals, Fairs/Fun Fairs, Films, TV, Radio including local FM
channels, youth and sports icons can be used to promote the culture of
voting in an ethical manner. Identify the existing communication and media
infrastructure available in your area, their utilization, reach and impact.
Select the most cost effective media to reach the target audience at the
shortest possible time-frame with the maximum impact.

(l)

S mooth coordination with Media personnel and other agencies responsible
for conducting the election is essential.

The Commission desires that these sixteen measures may be extensively used, so
as to curtail the dependency on CAPF. The election machinery in India has already
used a number of such measures in previous elections with productive results.  
Now, it is incumbent upon this machinery to mainstream these measures, under
the overall guidance, supervision and control of the Commission, in the existing
electoral management processes effectively and efficiently.
CEOs shall ensure proper implementation of the above-listed Force Multipliers and
Non-CAPF measures and closely monitor them during the entire election process.
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Annexure-I
Existing Instructions
On Force Multipliers And Non-Capf Measures
A List Of Existing Instructions On Each Of The Above Categories Issued By The Eci
Is Given Below In Ascending Order Of Date:
Force
Multiplier
Technology

Date of
instruction

Number

Subject

15/10/2005 464/INST/ Photography/
2005-PLN-I videography of
electors and poll
proceedings inside
the polling stations.

Key components
• Photography/
videography
inside the polling
stations
• Use of digital
cameras

17/01/2007 447/2007PLN-IV

Use of Videography • Video cameras
and crew.
and digital cameras
• RO has to decide
during electionsnumber of video
consolidated
instructions thereon.
teams
• Deployment of
videographers
• Items for
videography
• Videography
clippings
• Critical events to
be captured
• Supply of prints
of video tapes

29/01/2009 4/2008/
SDR

Videography of
critical events
relating to the
conduct of elections
– supply of CDs –
regarding
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• CDs of critical
events.

12/04/2009 464/INST/
EPS/2009

Video coverage
of rallies/ public
meetings

03/05/2009 464/INST/
2009/EPS

Use of videography
and digital cameras
during elections –
period of retention
thereof.

• Security
vetting of the
videographers

• Films of video
digital print out,
video cassettes,
video tapes
• The period of
retention
Appointment of
• Guidelines and
check-list of
Micro Observers –
Guidelines and check Micro Observers
list
Appointment of
• Alternative
Micro Observer
arrangements to
CPF
• Central Govt.
officials as Micro
Observers
• Amenities to
Micro Observers
Appointment of
• Availability of
Micro Observer
Central Govt.
– additional
Staff.
• Inter-district
instructions
sharing of Micro
Observers
• Randomization
process
Multiple measures
• Micro Observer
to keep a watch on
• Video camera
polling process at
• Still camera
polling stations to
• Webcasting
ensure free and fair
elections- Microobservers, Video
camera, Still camera,
Webcasting etc.-reg.

Micro-Observer 24/10/2008 464/INST/
2008/EPS

10/12/2008 464/INST/
2008/EPS

21/01/2009 464/INST/
2008/EPS

21/03/2014 464/INST/
2014/EPS
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Transportation

-

-

Final Report of
Working Group-2 of
CEOs

• Arrangements
for whom
• Route charts
• Arrangements of
vehicle
• Requisitioning
• Database.

Recruitment

-

-

-

-

Capacity
building
of security
personnel

09/01/2009 464/INST/
2009/EPS

Training of police
officials associated
with conduct of
elections

• Training of police
personnel

Deployment
planning

30/09/2005 PS/AK/
2005

District Deployment • Area domination
Plan and the District • Merging of
polling arty and
Communication Plan
static armed
to be brought to the
notice of ROs, DEOs,
force party
• Duty of
SPs and Observers
patrolling
Magistrates

24/10/2008 464/INST/
2008/EPS

Preparation of
• District profile
District Election Plan • Movement Plan
• Police
Deployment Plan
• Communication
plan

Pre-poll
deployment

08/01/2007 464/L&O/ Security Plan and
2007/PLN-I Force Deployment to
ensure free, fair and
peaceful conduct
of elections to Lok
Sabha and State
Assemblies

• State
Deployment plan
• District
Deployment plan
• Area domination
• Deployment of
CPMF

25/10/2007 464/UP-LA/ Role of CPMF and
• Role of CPMF
2007
State Police in
• Role of State
conduct of plls – reg.
Police
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08/01/2007 464/L&O/ Preventive Law &
2007/PLN-I Order Action to
ensure conduct of
peaceful, free and
fair poll during the
General Elections/
Bye-electionsregarding
24/10/2008 464/INST/ Preparation of
2008/EPS District Election Plan

Knowledge
of geography,
terrain, weather
Communication 28/03/2009 464/INST/
Plan
2009/EPS

-

Tapping
additional
resources within
state from state
and central
government
departments

-

• District Profile

• Revised
General Election
formats of
to Lok Sabha
Communication
2009-Communicaion
Plan
Plan – regarding
• Effective
Focused tracking
communication
of poll day events
plan to track the
through dedicated
poll day events
teams – regarding
• Dedicated teams
• RequirementFinal Report of
Pre poll/Poll
Working GroupDay/Post  Poll
2 of CEOs
• Flow of
information
• Means of
Communication.
• Newly recruited
Final Report of
Police
Working Group-2 of
• Use of SRTC Bus
CEOs
drivers
• Forest Guards
• Home Guards
• Industrial
Security Force
• Private Security
Guards
• NSS volunteers/
NCC Cadets
• Excise & Custom
Inspectors

06/05/2014 464/INST/
2014/EPS

-

• Prophylactic
measures
• Special drive
• Prohibitory
orders
• Seizure of arms
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Manpower
audit

-

-

Check list for District • Requirement to
Election Officers
be assessed
in connection with
• Who can be
Conduct of General
deployed
Elections, 2014
• Database to be
prepared
• Not to be
deployed
• Grouping &
Formation of
Polling Parties
• Central
Government
Employees
• Micro-Observers
& Election
Volunteers
• Asst. Exp.
Observers &
EEM Teams
• Engagement of
Child Labour.

Equipment

-

-

-

-

Active Call
22/12/2005 464/Misc/ Disposal of
Centres, Control
2005/PLN-I Grievances/
room and
complaints received
Complaint cells
on electoral issues.

• Redress the
grievances
• Categorization of
complaints
• Opening of
grievance cells
– cum-control
rooms

Inter-state
cluster for
sharing of
State police
manpower

-

-

-

-
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Motivation
and Welfare of
forces

09.01.2009

Media as a force multiplier

464/
Training of police
INST/2009- officials associated
EPS
with conduct of
elections.

-

-

• Motivation
• Proper Training
at HQ & district
level
• Mandatory
briefing by
seniors
• Route maps
• Time gap
between
deployment
• Local Police
Officer as a
Nodal Officer
• Effective use
of modern
technology
• Exigency plan
• Recognition
• Welfare  
• Provision for
insurance, best
& cashless
medical facility,
quick evacuation
• Nodal officer for
welfare.
• Proper food &
accommodation
• Ex-gratia
compensation
• Honorarium.
-

Identification and application of these force multipliers and non-CAPF measures
are dependent on the local requirements and availability of resources. Before
every General Election, all States must identify the available alternate categories
of force multipliers at least a year in advance; and the utilization of these maybe
planned based on very detailed/minute planning at state, district, AC, and PS level.
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Annexure-II
Checklist For Implementing Force Multipliers:
To plan for the non-CAPF measures a checklist is given below with suggested timelines:

Checklist with Suggested Timelines
No.
1

Activity
Recommended

Action to be Taken

Start Date

End Date

Use of Technology

1.1 Webcasting

Identification of locations
for webcasting

15 Days before
the Poll

2 Days before
the Poll

Setting up of webcasting at
PS

7 Days before the 1 Day before
Poll
the Poll

Preparation of the CEO
website for webcasting

15 Days before
the Poll

Checking/Trial of the
webcasting preparation

3 Days before the 2 Days before
Poll
the Poll

2 Days before
the Poll

Additional staff for
15 Days before
webcasting (borrowing of  IT the Poll
staff)

3 Days before
the Poll

Training of Officers & IT staff 15 Days before
the Poll

3 Days before
the Poll

Recording in case of
webcasting

Day of Poll

Counting Day

If webcasting is to be made
available in public domain

Start of polls

Immediately
after the Poll
process is
over.

Inventory of Cameras
1.2 Use of Video
Cameras, Still
& Videographers/
&
Cameras & CCTV photographers
1.3
Placing the Camera
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Prior to
15 days
announcement of before the
elections
Poll
1 Day before the
Poll

Poll Day

Training of the
Videographers/
photographers

15 Days before
the Poll

5 Days before
the Poll

Recording by camera

Start of polls

Immediately
after the Poll
process is
over.

Logistics for Videographers/ 1 Day before the
photographers
Poll

Poll Day

Retention of video
recording/still photos

Up to the
time-limit of
filing the EP
or up to the
disposal of EP

Poll Day

Copies of recording/photos At the Receiving
center

1.4 SMS Monitoring Preparation of database
of names of BLOs/Sector
Officers

Immediately
after the Poll
process is
over.

5-6 months
before the Poll

1 month
before the
Poll

Appointment of Nodal
Officer

1 month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Inviting tenders from the
service providers

4 months before
the Poll

1 month
before the
Poll

Obtaining licensed software 2 months before
the Poll

1 month
before the
Poll

Procurement of sim cards

15 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Distribution of sim-cards to
election officials

5 days before the 2 days before
Poll
the Poll

for service/sim cards
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2

Preparation of database
of names with contact
numbers of BLOs/Sector
Officers

15 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Formation of team of
programmers/IT experts.

15 days before
the Poll

2 days before
the Poll

Training to be imparted to
BLOs/Supervisors

1 month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Validation of sim card/
mobile numbers

1-2 days before
Poll

-

Alternative arrangements
for covering shadow areas

15 days before
the Poll

5 days before
the Poll

Non Capf Measures at Polling Station – Micro-Observer
Use of MicroObserver

Preparation of database of
Micro-Observers

2 months before
the Poll

1 Month
before the
Poll

Sharing of database with
other districts

1 month before
the Poll

3 weeks
before the
Poll

Appointment of Microobservers

3 weeks  before
the Poll

15 Days
before the
Poll

Training

2-3 weeks  before 10 Days
the Poll
before the
Poll

Randomization

-

1 Day before
the Poll

Logistics for MicroObservers

Day before the
Poll

Poll Day

Issue of EDC/PB to MicroObservers

During Training

10 days
before polls
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3

4

Honorarium to MicroObservers

Dispatch day

Poll Day

Preparation of database of
resources

2 months before
the Poll

1 Month
before the
Poll

Appointment of Nodal
Officer

1 Month before
the Poll

25 days
before the
Poll

Preparation of route charts

20 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Requisitioning of vehicles
required

Announcement of
election

Pre-planned arrangements
for fuel/repairing

1 month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Allotment of vehicles

As and when
required

Till end of
polls

Logbooks of requisitioned
vehicles to be maintained

During the entire election period

Timely release of
requisitioned vehicles

As soon as the election is over/as
and when requirement is over;
whichever is earlier.

Payment to vehicle owners
to be completed

7 days after the
Poll

Transportation

Recruitment
All vacant key posts from
1 year prior to
the angle of Election should election
be filled up

5

1 month after
the Poll
6 months
before the
Poll

Capacity Building of Security Personnel
Trainings to be imparted
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2 months before
the Poll

1 Month
before the
Poll

Appointment of Nodal
Officer

On
1 month
announcement of before the
polls
Poll

Criticality Assessment and Announcement of
Vulnerability Mapping to be election
completed

6

7

Lists of Election Law
6 months before
offenders/history sheeters/ the Poll
trouble-mongers/Local
goons or anti-social
elements to be kept ready

2 months
before the
Poll

Directory of key
functionaries to be
prepared

2 months before
the Poll

20
days  before
the Poll

Preparation of Deployment
Plan

On
announcement
of  Poll

2 weeks
before the
Poll

Arrangements for
submitting daily LOR- 1 & 2
reports

Announcement of Completion
election
of election

Appointment of Nodal
Officer

On
1 month
announcement of before the
Poll
Poll

Demand of CAPF from ECI/
MHA for election

2 months before
the Poll

1 month
before the
Poll

Planning of Logistics &
Food-accommodation for
CAPF

1 month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Deployment Planning

Pre-Poll Deployment
Formation of FSTs & SSTs
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Announcement of election

8

Route charts covering all PS 20 days before
to be prepared
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Prior intimation to Police
Authorities regarding
requirement

1 month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Co-ordination with CAPF to
be established

Completion
State to begin
coordination
of election
instantly on
allocation of
CAPF; district
to begin
coordination
instantly on
allocation of CAPF

Geography, Terrain, Weather
Preparation of DEMP/SEMP 6 months before
the Poll

9

3 months
before the
Poll

Communication Plan
Preparation of database
of available means of
communication

3 months before
the Poll

1 Month
before the
Poll

Assessment of Network
availability and human
resources required

2 months before
the Poll

1 Month
before the
Poll

Appointment of Nodal
Officer

On
announcement
of  Poll

25 days
before the
Poll

Procuring additional
requirements by state

3 months before
the Poll

1 Month
before the
Poll

Preparation of database of 1 Month before
operators/key functionaries the Poll
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15 days
before the
Poll

Formation of Monitoring
Team of IT experts at the
district HQ

15 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Assessment of human
resources required and
Database to be prepared.

6 months before
the Poll

3 months
before the
Poll

Concerned organization/
establishment to be
informed

3 months before
the Poll

2 months
before the
Poll

Training to be imparted.

2 months before
the Poll

1 month
before the
Poll

Arrangements for packedlunch/food

15 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Arrangements for
transportation

15 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Honorarium to be paid

-

Day of Poll

Ex-gratia compensation in
case of injury/death while
on election duty

15 days after the
Poll

1 month after
the Poll

Assessment of human
resources required and
Database to be prepared.

6 months before
the Poll

2 months
before the
Poll

Appointment of Nodal
officer

2 Months before
the Poll

1 month after
the Poll

Grouping and formation of
Polling Parties

1 Month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Training to be imparted

1 Month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

10 Tapping Additional Resources within State

11 Manpower Audit
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Randomizations

3 weeks before
the Poll

The Day
before Poll

Arrangements for packedlunch/food

15 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Arrangements for
transportation

15 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Honorarium to be paid

-

Day of Poll

Ex-gratia compensation in
case of injury/death while
on election duty

15 days after the
Poll

1 month after
the Poll

Assessment of available
Arms & Ammunition,
transport, and other
requirements.

6 months before
the Poll

2 months
before the
Poll

Procurement to be made

3 Months before
the Poll

1 month
before the
Poll

Refresher training to be
imparted

1 Month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

(Total thrice)

12 Well- Equipped Police Resources

13 Active Call Centers, Complaint Cells, and Control Rooms
Assessment of manpower & 2 Months before
their appointment
the Poll

1 month after
the Poll

Establishment of Call center 1 Month before
& Control room
the Poll

End of poll

Wide publicity of Phone
numbers

Till end of
counting

1 Month before
the Poll

14 Inter-State Cluster for Sharing of State Police Manpower
Formation of inter-state
cluster
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permanently

15 Motivation and Welfare of Forces
Preparation of Route maps

20 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Assessment and
1 Month before
Arrangements for means of the Poll
Transport

15 days
before the
Poll

Appointment of Nodal
Officer and District level
Welfare officer

On
announcement
of  Poll

25 days
before the
Poll

Procurement of logistics

3 Month before
the Poll

1 month
before the
Poll

Training to be imparted

1 Month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Preparation of Pre/During/
Post poll daily movement
plan

15 days before
the Poll

7 days before
the Poll

Preparation of exigency plan 1 Month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Hospitals to be identified
and pre arrangement for
cashless treatment to be
made

1 Month before
the Poll

15 days
before the
Poll

Honorarium to be paid

-

Day of Poll

Ex-gratia compensation in
case of injury/death while
on election duty

15 days after the
Poll

1 month after
the Poll

Felicitation/recognition for
good recoveries.

1 month after the In any
Poll
specific
function of
the ECI or
CEO office.
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16 Media as a Force Multiplier
Pre-poll briefing to be
arranged

On the Day of
announcement of
election

Designing & procuring
various media material

2 Months before
the Poll

Proactive information
sharing including press
conferences

During the entire election period

1 month
before the
Poll

Issuance of Authority letters 7 days before the 3 days before
to media persons
Poll
the Poll
( Accredited Journalists/
Reporters)
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